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Abstract
The challenge of taking many variables into account in optimization problems may be over-
come under the hypothesis of low effective dimensionality. Then, the search of solutions can
be reduced to the random embedding of a low dimensional space into the original one, result-
ing in a more manageable optimization problem. Specifically, in the case of time consuming
black-box functions and when the budget of evaluations is severely limited, global optimiza-
tion with random embeddings appears as a sound alternative to random search. Yet, in the
case of box constraints on the native variables, defining suitable bounds on a low dimen-
sional domain appears to be complex. Indeed, a small search domain does not guarantee to
find a solution even under restrictive hypotheses about the function, while a larger one may
slow down convergence dramatically. Here we tackle the issue of low-dimensional domain
selection based on a detailed study of the properties of the random embedding, giving insight
on the aforementioned difficulties. In particular, we describe a minimal low-dimensional
set in correspondence with the embedded search space. We additionally show that an alter-
native equivalent embedding procedure yields simultaneously a simpler definition of the
low-dimensional minimal set and better properties in practice. Finally, the performance and
robustness gains of the proposed enhancements for Bayesian optimization are illustrated on
numerical examples.
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1 Introduction

Dealing with many variables in global optimization problems has a dramatic impact on the
search of solutions, along with increased computational times, see e.g., [47]. This effect is
particularly severe for methods dedicated to black-box, derivative free expensive-to-evaluate
problems. The latter are crucial in engineering, and generally in all disciplines calling for com-
plex mathematical models whose analysis relies on intensive numerical simulations. Among
dedicatedmethods, those fromBayesianOptimization (BO) rely on a surrogatemodel to save
evaluations, such as Gaussian Processes (GPs). They have known a fantastic development
in the last two decades, both in the engineering and machine learning communities, see e.g.,
[51]. Successful extensions include dealing with stochasticity [23], variable fidelity levels
[8] as well as with constrained and multi-objective setups [15].

Now, standard implementation of such algorithms are typically limited in terms of dimen-
sionality because of the type of covariance kernels often used in practice. The root of the
difficulty with many variables is that the number of observations required to learn a func-
tion without additional restrictive assumptions increases exponentially with the dimension,
which is known as the “curse of dimensionality”, see e.g., [11,21]. Here, we consider the
optimization problem with box-constraints:

find x∗∗ ∈ argmin
x∈X

f (x) (1)

where the search domain X = [−1, 1]D is possibly of very high-dimensionality, say up to
billions of variables. In all the rest, we suppose that f ∗∗ = minx∈X f (x) exists.

Recently, a groundbreaking approach was proposed in the paper [59],1 that relies on
random embeddings. Under the hypothesis that the efficient dimension of the problem is
much smaller than the number of inputs, high-dimensional optimization problems can be
provably solved using global optimization algorithms in moderate dimensions, relying on
random embeddings and related results from random matrix theory. However implementing
such algorithms in the case of bounded domains can be quite inefficient if the low-dimensional
domain is not carefully chosen in accordance with the embedding, and if space deformations
caused by such embedding are not accounted for. Here we tackle both issues, with a main
focus on the choice of the low-dimensional domain, and instantiation in the BO framework.
Before developing the main results and applications in Sects. 2 and 3, let us present selected
state-of-the-art works, and narrow down the present aim and scope in Sects. 1.1 and 1.2
respectively.

1.1 Related works and the random embedding approach

Many authors have focused on methods to handle high-dimensionality, in several directions.
Selecting few variables is a rather natural idea to get back to a moderate search space, as done
e.g., in [5,42,46,52] or [50]. Another common strategy of dimension reduction is to construct
a mapping from the high-dimensional research space to a smaller one, see e.g., [34,56] and
references therein. Other techniques suppose that the black-box function is only varying
along a low dimensional subspace, possibly not aligned with the canonical basis, such as in
[10] or [19], using low rankmatrix learning.With few unknown active variables, [3] proposes
to combine compressed sensing with linear bandits for a more parcimonious optimization.
Lastly, incorporating structural assumptions such as additivity within GP models is another

1 See [58] for the extended journal version.
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angle of attack, see [12–14,18] and references therein. They enjoy a linear learning rate with
respect to the problem dimensionality, as used e.g., in [28] or [26]. Subsequent versions, as
in [33,57] or [48] not only learn the additive structure but also allow rotations, disjoint or
overlapping groups of variables, relying on dedicated inference schemes.

In most of the above references, a significant part of the budget is dedicated to uncover the
structure of the black-box, which may impact optimization in the case of very scarce budgets.
In [59], with the Random EMbedding Bayesian Optimization (REMBO) method, a radically
different point of view was adopted, by simply relying on a randomly selected embedding.
Even if themain hypothesis is again that the high-dimensional function only depends on a low-
dimensional subspace of dimension d , the so-called low effective dimensionality property, no
effort is dedicated to learn it. This strong property is backed by empirical evidence in many
cases, see e.g., references in [7,59] or in [25].

The principle is to embed a low dimensional set - usually a box - Y ⊆ R
d to X , using a

randomly drawn matrix A ∈ R
D×d within the mapping φ: y ∈ Y → pX (Ay) ∈ X , where

pX denotes the convex projection onto X . By doing so, the initial search space X is reduced
to a fraction (possibly the totality) of the embedded space E := φ(Rd), which remains fixed
for the rest of the process. The corresponding transformed optimization problem writes:

find x∗ ∈ argmin
x∈E

f (x) (2)

which may seem unpractical when formulated directly in terms of the X space but can be
grasped more intuitively when parametrized in terms of the Y space:

(R) : find y∗ ∈ Y ⊆ R
d such that f (φ(y∗)) = f (x∗).

Conditions such that f ∗ := f (x∗) = f ∗∗ are addressed in [59] and relaxed, e.g., in [45].
Notably, solutions coincide if the influential subspace is spanned by variables ofX , i.e., most
variables do not have any influence. Here we rather focus on ensuring that there exists y∗ ∈ Y
such that f (φ(y∗)) = f ∗, through the definition of Y in problem (R) as detailed in Sect. 1.2.
Remarkably, any global optimization algorithm can potentially be used for solving (R). In
the application section we focus specifically on GP-based BO methods.

To fix ideas, Fig. 1 is an illustration of the random embedding principle as well as of the
various sets mentioned so far. On this example with D = 2, the original function is defined
on X = [−1, 1]2 with a single unknown active variable (d = 1). Even if the search for the
optimum is restricted to the red broken line with problem (2), a solution to problem (1) can
still be found under the settings of problem (R).

1.2 Motivation: limits of random embeddings

If the random embedding technique with problem (R) has demonstrated its practical effi-
ciency in several test cases [2,59], it still suffers from practical difficulties, related to the
definition of Y . The first one, as discussed in [59], is non-injectivity due to the convex pro-
jection, i.e., distant points in Y may have the same image in E . In Fig. 1, this is the case with
Y1, for the portions between the diamonds and crossed boxes. As a consequence, taking Y
too large makes the search of solutions harder. Preventing this issue is possible by several
means, such as using high-dimensional distance information. For GPs, it amounts to consider
distances either on E within the covariance kernel as originally suggested, or, as proposed
by [2], on the orthogonal projection pA of E onto the random linear subspace spanned by A,
i.e., onto Ran(A). The advantage of the latter is to remain low-dimensional.
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Fig. 1 Example with d = 1 and D = 2. The filled level lines are those of a function defined on X depending
only on its second variable, whose optimal value is highlighted by the dashed line (at x2 ≈ 0.52). The image
of the sets Y1 = [−6, 6], Y2 = [−1, 1] and Y∗ = [−5, 5] by the matrix A = [0.5, 0.2]� are delimited on
Ran(A) with symbols. The extent of the orthogonal projection of X onto Ran(A) is delimited by triangles

The example in Fig. 1 highlights another remaining difficulty, also mentioned e.g., in
[28,51]: if Y is too small (e.g., with Y2), there may be no solution to (R). As of now, only
empirical rules have been provided, with fixed bounds for Y (giving the too small Y2 in this
example). A possible workaround is to use several embeddings, preferably in parallel [59].
We argue that it may also be a sound option to keep a single one, benefiting of parallelism in
solving problem (2) instead.

1.3 Contributions

For a given random matrix A, the selection of a set Y in solving problem (R) balances
between efficiency (in favor of a smaller search space), practicality (in its description) and
robustness (i.e., contains a solution of (2)). Consequently, we focus on the question (Q) of
takingY as a set of smallest volume still ensuring that solutions of (R) and (2) are equivalent,
i.e.,

(Q) : findY∗ such that Vol(Y∗) = inf
Y⊂Rd , φ(Y)=E

Vol(Y).

Based on an extensive description of sets related to the mapping, we exhibit a solution of
(Q), the set U , while providing additional insight on the difficulties encountered in practice.
In Fig. 1, the unique (in this d = 1 case) optimal Y∗ = U = [−5, 5] maps to the portion of
Ran(A) between the two diamonds, whose convex projections on X are the extremities of
E (as is also the case for any point further away from O). Unfortunately this strategy does
not generalize well in higher dimensions, where the description of U becomes cumbersome,
due to the convex projection component of the mapping φ.

Afirst attempt to alleviate the impact of the convex projection step proposed by [2] is to rely
on an additional orthogonal projection step. Here, we extend this approach to completely by-
pass the convex projection. That is, instead of associating a point of Ran(A) with its convex
projection on X , we propose to associate a point of pA(E) ⊂ Ran(A) with its pre-image
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in E by pA, informally speaking inverting the orthogonal projection— back-projecting in
short. Expressed in a basis of Ran(A), denoted by the d × D matrix B, coordinates are d-
dimensional. Then the embedding procedure is still a mapping between R

d and E , denoted
by γ : BpA(E) ⊂ R

d → E . Most of the present work is dedicated to study the validity and
applicability of this back-projection. The corresponding alternative formulations of (R) and
(Q) write:

(R′) : find y∗ ∈ Y ⊆ R
d such that f (γ (y∗)) = f ∗

and

(Q′) : findY∗ such that Vol(Y∗) = inf
Y⊂Rd , γ (Y)=E

Vol(Y).

The benefits of these formulations are, first, that a solution of (Q′) is by construction Y∗ =
Z := BpA(X ) and, second, that they enjoybetter properties fromanoptimizationperspective.
Back to Fig. 1, pA(X ) is delimited by the two triangles.

Finally, these enhancements are adapted for Bayesian optimization, via the definition of
appropriate covariance kernels. They achieve significant improvements, with comparable or
better performance than the initial version of REMBO on a set of examples, while discarding
the risk of missing the optimum in E .

The remainder of the article is as follows. In the subsequent Sect. 2 are presented our
main results towards question (Q), both in its original setup and in the alternative one (Q′).
A main contribution of this work is to explicitly write the sets U , Z, and the alternative
mapping γ , depending on the matrix A. While these results are of general interest for global
optimization with random embedding regardless of the base optimization algorithm, Sect. 3
is dedicated to the particular case of Bayesian optimization with random embeddings on
various experiments. Section4 concludes the article.

2 Minimal sets solutions to questions (Q) and (Q′)

Throughout this section, we consider that the matrix A is given, and for simplicity that it
belongs to the following class of matrices, denoted A:

A =
{
A ∈ R

D×d such that any d × d extracted submatrix is invertible (i.e., of rank d)
}

.

This mild condition is ensured with probability one for randommatrices with standard Gaus-
sian i.i.d. entries, as used in [59]. Before discussing the relative merits of problems (R) and
(R′), we start by exhibiting sets of interest in Y , X and Ran(A) in both cases.

2.1 Aminimal set inR
d mapping to E

Until now, the description of the set Y has been relatively vague—[58] states that there is
room for improvement. This question is settled in [59] by setting Y = [−√

d,
√
d]d , while

[59, Theorem 3] only ensures to find a solution to problem (R) with probability 1 in the
particular case where Y = R

d . On the other hand, the sets E and pA(X ) are fixed and well
defined given A. This motivates us to describe a new set U ⊂ R

d , containing a solution of
(R), of minimal volume, and that can also be described from A.
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To this end, consider the low-dimensional space R
d . Denote by Ha,δ the hyperplane in R

d

with normal vector a ∈ R
d and offset δ ∈ R: Ha,δ = {

y ∈ R
d , 〈a, y〉 = δ

}
. Our analysis in

the low dimensional space begins by a general definition of strips.

Definition 1 We call strip with parameters a ∈ R
d and δ ∈ R, denoted by Sa,δ the set of

points between the parallel hyperplanes Ha,−δ and Ha,δ: Sa,δ = {
y ∈ R

d , |〈a, y〉| ≤ |δ|}.

Let us now consider hyperplanes with normal vectors given by the rows of a matrix
A ∈ R

D×d and with fixed δ = 1. The D corresponding strips, now simply denoted Si , are
given by:

Si =
{
y ∈ R

d ,−1 ≤ Aiy ≤ 1
}

.

The intersection of all strips Si is denoted I. It corresponds to the pre-image of X ∩ Ran(A)

by A:

I =
D⋂
i=1

Si =
{
y ∈ R

d ,∀i = 1, . . . , D : −1 ≤ Aiy ≤ 1
}

=
{
y ∈ R

d , pX (Ay) = Ay
}

.

Of interest will also be intersections of d strips, corresponding to parallelotopes, i.e.,
linear transformations of a d-cube in a d-dimensional subspace, see e.g., [32]. In particular,
using set notations I = {i1, . . . , id} ⊆ {1, . . . , D}, denote the parallelotope with strips I

PI =
{
y ∈ R

d ,∀i ∈ I : −1 ≤ Aiy ≤ 1
}

=
⋂
i∈I

Si .

There are
(D
d

)
different parallelotopes PI . We thus consider their union, which is referred

to as U :

U =
⋃

I⊆{1,...,D},|I |=d

PI

where |I | is the size of I . In fact we show in the following Theorem 1 that U is the smallest
closed set such that the map φ|U : U → E , y �→ pX (Ay) is surjective.

Theorem 1 If A ∈ A, then U is the smallest closed set Y ⊆ R
d such that pX (AY) = E .

Furthermore, U is a compact and star-shaped set with respect to every point in I.

The detailed proof is can be found in “Appendix A.2”.
In other words, if we choose Y ⊇ U , then a solution to problem (R) and (2) can be found.

Yet, from its definition as a union of intersections, the set U is unpractical to directly work
with. Indeed, it is more common practice towork on simpler sets such as boxes instead of star-
shaped sets. Based upon [59, Theorem 3], their choice of Y = [−√

d,
√
d]d originates from

results on the radius of a parallelotope PI , corresponding to a probability greater than 1− ε

of containing a solution, with ε = log(d)/
√
d (see the discussion in [58]). Unfortunately,

there is no such result for anymatrix in general nor for the maximum radius of a parallelotope
in which one could wish to enclose U . Yet, it is still easy to detect whether a given point
is in U or not: if no more than d components of Ay are superior to one in absolute value.
Hence selecting a large Y such that U ⊆ Y is always possible, even though it may prove to
be extremely large and counterproductive.
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As a by-product, the proof of Theorem 1 gives a possibility to find pre-images in Y for
elements of E : letting x ∈ E , pre-image(s) in U are solutions of the following system of linear
(in)equations:

find y ∈ U s.t.

⎧
⎨
⎩
AJy = xJ
AK y ≥ 1|K |
ALy ≤ −1|L|

where J , K and L are the sets of components of x such that |xi | ≤ 1, xi > 1 and xi < −1
respectively, with 1|K | = (1, . . . , 1)� of length |K |. A solution to this problem exists by
Theorem 1, several may even exist if |J | < d .

To sum up, we have highlighted three different sets of interest: parallelotopes PI , the
intersection of all of them I, and their union U . The sets U , PI and I are illustrated with
d = 2 in Fig. 2. On the top figures, (a), strips are marked by lines. Next, we conduct a similar
analysis of with the mapping γ .

2.2 Bijection between E andZ

The core idea behind formulations (R′) and (Q′) is, throughusingRan(A) as low-dimensional
domain, to replace the convex projection by an inversion of the orthogonal projection, in fine
replacing the mapping φ by another, γ , with better properties. It is worth insisting that the
search for a minimum occurs on the same set E in the original high-dimensional domain X .

A core set here is the one obtained by projection of X onto Ran(A), which is known to
be a zonotope, a special class of convex centrally symmetric polytopes, see Definition 2 and
e.g., in [37,60] or [32].

Definition 2 (Zonotope as hypercube projection, adapted from [32]) A (centered) D-
zonotope in R

d is the image of the [−1, 1]D hypercube X by a linear mapping. Given a
matrix B ∈ R

d×D representing the linear mapping, the zonotope Z is defined by Z = BX .

This representation of a zonotope is known as its generator representation, while it can
also be described by vertices enumeration or hyperplane intersections like any other convex
set, see e.g., [29]. They provide a very compact representation of sets, which is useful for
instance in set estimation, see e.g., [32].

In the following, we assume that rows of B form an orthonormal basis of Ran(A) in R
D ,

i.e., BB� = Id , with Id the identity matrix of size d × d . The orthogonal projection onto
Ran(A) then simply writes: pA = B�B [38]. Let us point out that without the orthonormality
condition, expressions involve pseudo-inverses. Now, as we aim to define amapping between
Z and E , a key element given by Proposition 1 is that the orthogonal projection of the set E
onto Ran(A) actually coincides with the one of X onto Ran(A), i.e., B�Z. It thus inherits
the properties of a zonotope.

Proposition 1 pA(X ) = pA(E), or equivalently, BE = BX = Z.

Proof Please refer to “Appendix A.3”. ��
To provide some intuition about the ideas and sets involved in this Sect. 2.2, compared to

those of Sect. 2.1, they are illustrated with an example in Fig. 2, panel (d).
Now, the difficulty for the associated mapping is to invert the orthogonal projection of E

onto Ran(A), more precisely onto an orthonormal basis B of the latter. One way to perform
this task is to define γ (y) : Z → R

D as the map that, first linearly embeds y ∈ Z to
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Fig. 2 Representation of the sets of interest introduced in Sect. 2 with d = 2 and D = 3 (left) or D = 5 (right)
for fixed A matrices. Except for panel c, colors represents how many variables in X are not in ] − 1, 1[. The
intersection of all parallelograms I is in black. Panel a highlights strips inY when using the mapping φ. Panel
b is the image by φ of the top left panel, inX . Panel c: each of the 10 parallelotopes (here parallelograms)PI
is depicted with a different color and their union is the minimal set U . For illustration purpose, U is truncated:
the cut green parallelogram is approximately enclosed in [−210, 210] × [130, 130]. Panel d: zonotopes used
as pre-images with mapping γ

R
D with the matrix B� and then maps this B�y ∈ R

D to the closest point x ∈ X whose
orthogonal projections onto Ran(A), i.e.,Bx, coincide withB�y. This is represented in Fig. 1
with arrows, in the illustrative case d = 1, D = 2.

Now let us show that the map γ is well defined. Let p−1
A (a) = {

x ∈ R
D s.t. pA(x) = a

}
the set of pre-images of a ∈ R

D for the orthogonal projection onto Ran(A). Then,

γ (y) = pX∩p−1
A (B�y)(B

�y)
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is the convex projection on the convex set X ∩ p−1
A (B�y). Since y ∈ Z, X ∩ p−1

A (B�y) �= ∅
and γ is defined. This leads to the counterpart of Theorem 1 with the mapping γ .

Theorem 2 Z is the smallest closed set Y ⊆ R
d such that γ (Y) = E . Furthermore, Z is a

compact, convex and centrally symmetric set.

Proof Please refer to “Appendix A.4”. ��
In practice, γ can be written as the solution of the following quadratic programming

problem:

γ (y) = argmin
x∈X ‖x − B�y‖2

s.t .Bx = y.

Next we discuss the relative merits of both solutions sets U and Z, with mappings φ and
γ respectively.

2.3 Discussion

Recall that there is a compromise between practical implementation, size of the domain
(related to convergence speed) and risk of missing a solution. The original REMBO, with φ

and Y = [−√
d,

√
d]d is computationally efficient with its mapping procedure and a fixed

definition of the search space. The balance between the two other points depends on the
sampled matrix A, and is expected to favor small domains [59].

If, as with questions (Q) and (Q′), emphasis is on ensuring that there is a solution in the
low dimensional search space, and even if both sets U and Z are compacts, Z has several
advantages. First, it is a convex set instead of a star-shaped one, with a generator description
instead of a combinatorially demanding union description. Enclosing U in a box or a sphere
requires finding the radius of the largest parallelope that enclose it, which is combinatorially
difficult. Of interest here, the smallest box enclosing Z has a simple expression: the extreme
value in the i th direction is

∑D
j=1 |Bi, j |, 1 ≤ i ≤ d , see e.g., in [32]. Hence it is possible to

work in

B =
⎡
⎣−

D∑
j=1

|B1, j |,
D∑
j=1

|B1, j |
⎤
⎦ × . . . ×

⎡
⎣−

D∑
j=1

|Bd, j |,
D∑
j=1

|Bd, j |
⎤
⎦ .

Testing whether or not a given point y ∈ R
d is in Z amounts to verify whether or not the

linear system Bx = y has a solution in X ; more conditions such as to identify the boundary
of Z are given e.g., in [4]. As for U , it amounts to verify that at least d variables of Ay are in
[−1, 1].

Even if γ requires solving a quadratic programming problem, the additional cost usually
fades in the case of expensive black-box simulators, with limited budget of evaluations.
Finally, additional advantages of Z over U in practice are provided in Proposition 2.

Proposition 2 Denote Vold the d-volume in R
D. Let A ∈ R

D×d with orthonormal columns,
i.e., A�A = Id . Then Vold(AU) ≥ Vold(E) ≥ Vold(AZ). If, in addition, rows of A have
equal norm, then Vol(Z)/Vol(I) ≤ dd/2, which does not depend on D.
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Proof Please refer to “Appendix A.5”. ��
This result provides us with hints on the deformation of the search space occurring with

both mappings, sharing the same invariant space I. With φ, the volume of AU \ AI is
relatively bigger than the one of E \ AU . The effect is reversed for γ . Since I is the set
where all variables, especially the relevant ones, are not fixed,2 focusing more on these is,
arguably, beneficial. In fact, the second part of the result indicates that the relative volume
of the undeformed part within Z does not depend on D. In preliminary tests, we tried to
extend the domain to U with the mapping φ, and the performance degraded considerably.
In particular, the volume of I became quickly negligible compared to the one of U , when
increasing d or D. We next discuss these points in more details for GP-based BO, illustrating
these differences empirically.

Remark 1 In [59], A is a random matrix with i.i.d. standard Gaussian entries. In this case,
many results about determinants, eigenvalues and limiting distributions are known, see e.g.,
[54] or [43] as starting points into this rich literature. One result related to Proposition 2 is
that ‖ 1

DA
�A − Id‖ → 0 almost surely as d/D goes to 0, see e.g., [54]. There are several

alternatives to Gaussian randommatrices, such as randommatrices whose rows are randomly
selected on the sphere— corresponding to random matrices with independent rows of equal
norm—that have the same asymptotic properties [54]. Their use has been studied in [1],
showing benefits mostly for small d .

3 Application to Bayesian optimization

The random embedding paradigm incorporates seamlessly within GP-based BO methods
through the covariance kernel. After a brief description of Bayesian optimization using Gaus-
sian processes and the specific choices of covariance kernels, we present results on a set of
test cases.

3.1 Modified REMBO procedure

Bayesian optimization, and especially seminal works on the expected improvement initiated
in [40], is built on two key concepts: the first one is to consider the underlying black-box
function as random and to put a prior distribution that reflects beliefs about it. New obser-
vations are used to update the prior, resulting in a posterior distribution. The second pillar is
an acquisition function that selects new locations using the posterior distribution to balance
exploitation of promising areas and exploration of less known regions.

One such example is the widely used EGO algorithm [27]. Its prior distribution is a
Gaussian process, and its acquisition function theExpected Improvement (EI) criterion.Other
popular surrogate models include radial basis functions, random forests and neural networks,
see e.g., [6,20,24,30] and references therein. As for alternative acquisition functions, we also
mention those relying on an information gain as in [22,55]. The reader interested in these
variations on BO may refer to [51] for a recent review.

GP priors are attractive for their tractability since they depend only on a mean μ(·) and
covariance function k(·, ·). Assuming thatμ and k are given, conditionally on n observations
of f , f1:n := ( f (x1), . . . , f (xn)), the predictive distribution is another GP, with mean and

2 Outside of the set corresponding to PI in R
d , these influential variables I would be fixed to ±1.
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covariance functions given by:

mn(x) = μ(x) + k(x)�K−1(f1:n − μ(x1:n)) (3)

kn(x, x′) = k(x, x′) − k(x)�K−1k(x′) (4)

wherex1:n := (x1, . . . , xn)�,k(x) := (k(x, x1), . . . , k(x, xn))� andK := (k(xi , x j ))1≤i, j≤n

are the vector of covariances of Y (x) with the Y (xi )’s and the covariance matrix of Y (x1:n),
respectively. The choice of the mean and covariance function dictates the expected behavior
of f . Commonly, μ is supposed to be constant while k belongs to a parametric family of
covariance functions such as the Gaussian and Matérn kernels, corresponding to different
hypothesis about the derivability of f . Associated hyperparameters are frequently inferred
based on maximum likelihood estimates, see e.g., [46] or [49] for specific details.

In the case of EI, the improvement is defined as the difference between the current mini-
mum of the observations and the new function value (thresholded to zero). The latter being
given by the GP model, EI is the conditional expectation of the improvement at a new obser-
vation, which has a closed form expression, see e.g., [27]. Notice that optimizing EI may be
a complicated task in itself, see e.g., [17], due to multi-modality and plateaus. Yet evaluating
EI is inexpensive and off-the-shelf optimization algorithms can be used (possibly relying on
derivatives).

Adapting the framework of Bayesian optimization to incorporate a random embedding
amounts to optimize the acquisition function on Y , while evaluations are performed on
E . In terms of GP modeling, when using stationary covariance kernels, what matters is
the distance between points. Several options are possible to account for high-dimensional
distances through compositions of kernels with functions, also known as warpings. Existing
warpings for k defined on Y include:

– identity warping: distances are distances in Y , the corresponding kernel is denoted kY in
[59];

– random embedding and convex projection warping, i.e., using φ, denoted kX in [59];
– an additional composition is proposed by [2], with orthogonal projection onto Ran(A)

and a distortion. The distortion is used to counteract the effect of the orthogonal pro-
jection on high dimensional distances: the further away from Ran(A), the closer to

the center the projection is. The warping � writes �(y) =
(
1 + ‖φ(y)−z′‖

‖z′‖
)
z′ with

z′ = z/max(1,max1≤i≤D |zi |), z = pA(φ(y)).

With the alternative mapping γ , kY is defined based on distances in Z, while kX
makes use of γ instead of φ. As for k� , the orthogonal projection is already performed

and it only amounts to applying the correction: � ′(y) =
(
1 + ‖γ (y)−z′‖

‖z′‖
)
z′ with z′ =

z/max(1, max
1≤i≤D

|zi |), z = B�y). For the sake of readability, consider an isotropic squared-

exponential (or Gaussian) kernel k(x, x′) = exp(−‖x − x′‖2/θ2) where θ is the scale or
“lengthscale” hyperparameter, Table 1 summarizes the expressions for all combinations of
warping and mappings.

To take into account that γ is not defined outside of Z, since B is only employed to
maximize EI as acquisition function, which is positive, we propose to define E Iext : R

d → R

using a penalization as follows:
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Table 1 Gaussian kernel expressions depending on the embedding and warping. The first column summarizes
existing kernels in the literature [2,59] relying on φ, the second their transposition when using γ

Mapping φ (y, y′ ∈ Y) Mapping γ (y, y′ ∈ Z)

R
d kY (y, y′) = exp(−‖y − y′‖2/θ2) kY (y, y′) = exp(−‖y − y′‖2/θ2)

E kX (y, y′) = exp(−‖φ(y) − φ(y′)‖2/θ2) kX (y, y′) = exp(−‖γ (y) − γ (y′)‖2/θ2)
Ran(A) k�(y, y′) = exp(−‖�(y) − �(y′)‖2/θ2) k′

�(y, y′) = exp(−‖� ′(y) − � ′(y′)‖2/θ2)

E Iext(y) =
{
E I (γ (y)) if y ∈ Z
−‖y‖ else

where testing if y ∈ Z is performed by checking if the linear system Bx = y has a solution
x ∈ X . The same test is to be used to build an initial design of experiments in Z. The
penalty −‖y‖ if y /∈ Z has been chosen to push toward the center of domain, thus toward Z.
An outline of the resulting REMBO procedure with the proposed improvements is given in
Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Pseudo code of the REMBO procedure with mapping γ

Require: d, n0, kernel k (e.g., among kY , kX , k� ).
1: Sample A ∈ R

D×d with independent standard Gaussian coefficients.
2: Apply Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization to A.
3: Define B = A� and compute B.
4: Construct an initial design of experiment in Z , of size n0.
5: Build the GP model with kernel k.
6: while time/evaluation budget not exhausted do
7: Find yn+1 = argmaxy∈BE Iext(y)
8: Evaluate the objective function at yn+1, fn+1 = f (γ (yn+1)).
9: Update the GP model based on new data.
10: end while

3.2 Numerical experiments

We propose to illustrate the interest of the proposed modifications on several benchmark
functions of various dimensionality, as summarized in Table 2. Some are classical multi-
modal synthetic functions such as Branin, Hartman6, Giunta and Levy, which are reasonably
well modeled by Gaussian process. The Borehole function [41] models the water-flow in
a borehole, commonly used in the computer experiments literature. The last one, the Cola
function is a weighted least squares scaling problem, used for instance in multidimensional
scaling, see, e.g., [35]. The number of influential dimensions of those problems varies from
2 to 17, for a total number of variables D ranging from 17 to 200. The former are chosen
randomly, but kept fixed for each specific run (25 in total) to ensure fairness among compara-
tors. The budget for optimization is either 100 or 250 evaluations, which are representative
of expensive optimization tasks.

The emphasis is on both the average and worst case performances, as with the new formu-
lation the search spaceZ maps with γ to the entire E . We compare it to the original choice of
REMBO: mapping φ with search domain Y = [−√

d,
√
d]d . Preliminary tests with search

domains encompassing estimated U showed a degraded performance compared to those with
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Table 2 Summary of test functions

Name d de D Name d de D

Branin [9] 2 2 25, 100 Hartman6 [9] 6 6 50, 200

Giunta [39] 2 2 80 Borehole [41] 8 8 50

Cola [36] 6 17 17 Levy [31] 10 10 80

Y and are not reported here. We also test the three possible covariance kernels (see Table 1)
with both mappings. Experiments have been performed relying on the DiceKriging and
DiceOptim packages [49], with an unknown constant trend and Matérn covariance kernel
with ν = 5/2. The corresponding code is publicly available at https://github.com/mbinois/
RRembo. For solving the quadratic programming problem within γ , we use the quadprog
package [53]. In all the problems here, the corresponding extra cost was not more than a
dozen of milliseconds per solve.

The baseline performance is given by uniform sampling (RO) in the original domainX .We
also compare to the Ensemble Bayesian Optimization method [57] using the Python code
made available by the authors. It relies on an ensemble of additive GPmodels on randomized
partitions of the space, which has been shown to scale both in terms of dimension and number
of variables. We use the default tuning parameters, with batch size twenty, and let the number
of additive components increase up to d .

We use the optimality gap as a metric, i.e., best value found minus known optimum value.
The results are provided in Figs. 3 and 4, corresponding to final boxplots and progress over
iterations, respectively. Overall, the median performance of REMBO variants is better than
both uniform sampling (RO) and ensemble Bayesian optimization (EBO). Moreover, the
worst performance in terms of 75% quantile is almost always improved with the mapping γ .
Between the three kernel choices, k� is consistently a sound choice, while the performance
of kX is highly variable. As a result, looking at the best rank over all tests, γ with k� is the
best combination.

The results are themostmitigated for thed = 2 cases,where themappingφ canoutperform
the mapping γ . As d increases, the difference becomes more striking in favor of γ , and its
75% quartile is always below the 25% quartile from RO. In the Levy case, where d = 10, the
original REMBO method is even worse than RO. Independently of the kernels, a proportion
of under-performing outliers with mapping φ and fixed Y = [−√

d,
√
d]d can be interpreted

as cases when the optimal solution is not contained in the domain; these do not happen with
γ . For some of the remaining ones, the reason may be related to an unfavorable arrangements
of strips for the GP modeling that could be alleviated with further work on kernels.

Figure 3 also shows differences in initial designs with respect to the mapping used. There
is no clear trend since the best design strategy depends on the problem at hand and the location
of the optima. For instance, in the case of Borehole, designs using φ on Y = [−√

d,
√
d]d

are better starting points than with γ on Z, but this advantage is quickly reduced. On a
different aspect, shown on the Branin and Hartman6 functions, increasing D does not affect
the performance of the REMBO methods more than the choice of the active dimensions. We
did not conduct such a study for EBO. The Cola function illustrates the case when all D
variables are influential. Even if this is not a favorable setup for REMBO, it still outperforms
RO and EBO with limited budgets.

Under the limited budgets used here, relying on random embeddings proved much better
than uniform sampling. The only exception—for the original method only—is with Levy,
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Fig. 3 Decrease of median optimality gap (log scale) over iterations for random optimization (RO), ensemble
Bayesian optimization (EBO) as well as variants of REMBO with mappings φ (on [−√

d,
√
d]d ) or γ (onZ)

and kernels in Table 1, on the test problems of Table 2. The dotted vertical lines marks the end of the design
of experiments phase
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Fig. 4 Boxplots of optimality gap (log scale), corresponding to the last iteration in Figure 3, grouped by
mappings
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highlighting that the choice of the domain is crucial with respect to the performance of the
method. It also illustrates that when the budget is low, it may be detrimental to balance
observations to learn the structure of the function, such as with EBO. On all examples,
considering problem (R′) thus appears as a sound alternative to (R). Indeed, initial concerns
that a larger search space may impact the average performance do not reflect on the results,
even often showing a superior performance. As for robustness, the worst performances have
been greatly improved in general.

4 Conclusion and perspectives

Although random embeddings offers a simple yet powerful framework to perform high-
dimensional optimization, a snag relies in the definition of bounds for the low-dimensional
search space. In the original setting, this results in an unsatisfactory compromise between
hindering efficiency or taking the risk of discarding global solutions. While for this latter
guarantees were given with probability one only for the entire low-dimensional search space
R
d , we show that it is sufficient to take specific compact sets.Ourmain outcome is to explicitly

describe these minimal sets for searching a solution under the random embedding paradigm.
By pointing out to the difficulties that originate from the convex projection, we propose to

alleviate these drawback by amending this component. In particular, we show that using an
alternative embedding procedure yields a more convenient minimal set to work with, that is,
relying on a back-projection from the orthogonal projection of the high-dimensional search
space. We further show on examples that, in this case, the gain in robustness of discarding the
risk of missing the optimum on the embedded low-dimensional space outweighs the increase
in size of the search space.

The benefits could be even greater when extending the random embedding technique
to constrained or multi-objective optimization, as tested e.g., in [1]. Indeed, the impact of
restricting the search space too much could be even more important. Concerning Bayesian
optimization, in addition to consider batch-sequential and other acquisition functions, per-
spectives include investigating non-stationary models to further improve the GP modeling
aspect, based on the various properties uncovered. Notably, relying on cylindrical coordi-
nates as proposed by [44] via a tailored covariance kernel, it would be possible to learn how
much focus should be on the center of the domain. Finally, a promising approach would be
to hybridize REMBO with methods that learn the low-dimensional structure as in [19].
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A Proofs

A.1 Properties of the convex projection

We begin with two elementary properties of the convex projection onto the hypercube X =
[−1, 1]D :
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Property 1 [Tensorization property] ∀x ∈ R
D, pX

⎛
⎝
x1
. . .

xD

⎞
⎠ =

⎛
⎝

p[−1,1](x1)
. . .

p[−1,1](xD)

⎞
⎠ .

Property 2 [Commutativity with some isometries] Let q be an isometry represented by a
diagonal matrix with terms εi = ±1, 1 ≤ i ≤ D. Then, for all x ∈ R

D, pX (q(x)) =⎛
⎝

ε1 p[−1,1](x1)
. . .

εD p[−1,1](xD)

⎞
⎠ = q(pX (x)).

A.2 Proof of Theorem 1

Proof First, note that U is a closed set as a finite union of closed sets. Then, let us show
that pX (AU) = E . Consider x ∈ E , hence |xi | ≤ 1 and ∃y ∈ R

d s.t. x = pX (Ay). Denote
b = Ay. We distinguish two cases:

1. More than d components of b are in [−1, 1]. Then there exists a set I ⊂ {1, . . . , D} of
cardinality d such that y ∈ ⋂

i∈I Si = PI ⊆ U , implying that x ∈ pX (AU).
2. 0 ≤ k < d components of b are in [−1, 1]. It is enough to consider that b ∈ [0,+∞)D .

Indeed, for any x ∈ E , any A ∈ A, let ε be the isometry given by the diagonal D × D
matrix ε with elements ±1 such that εx ∈ [0,+∞)D . It follows that εb is in [0,+∞)D

too. Denote x′ = εx, b′ = εb and A′ = εA. Thus if ∃u ∈ U such that x′ = pX (b′) =
pX (A′u), by property 2: εx = εpX (Au) leading to x = pX (b) = pX (Au). From
now on, we therefore assume that bi ≥ 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ D. Furthermore, we can assume
that 0 ≤ b1 ≤ . . . ≤ bD , from a permutation of indices. Hence bi > 1 if i > k and
x = (x1 = b1, . . . , xk = bk, 1, . . . , 1)T .
Let y′ ∈ R

d be the solution ofA1,...,dy′ = (b1, . . . bk, 1, . . . , 1)T (vector of size d). Such
a solution exists since A1,...,d is invertible by hypothesis. Then define b′ = Ay′, b′ =
(b1, . . . , bk, 1, . . . , 1, b′

d+1, . . . , b
′
D)T . We have b′ ∈ Ran(A) and y′ ∈ P1,...,d ⊆ U .

– If mini∈{d+1,...,D}(b′
i ) ≥ 1, then pX (b′) = pX (b) = x, and thus x = pX (Ay′) ∈

pX (AU).
– Else, the set L = {i ∈ N : d + 1 ≤ i ≤ D , b′

i < 1} is not empty. Consider
c = λb′ + (1 − λ)b, λ ∈]0, 1[. By linearity, since both b and b′ belong to Ran(A),
c ∈ Ran(A).
– For 1 ≤ i ≤ k, ci = xi .
– For k + 1 ≤ i ≤ d , ci = λ + (1 − λ)bi ≥ 1 since bi > 1.
– For i ∈ {d + 1, . . . , D} \ L , b′

i ≥ 1 and bi > 1 hence ci ≥ 1.
– We now focus on the remaining components in L . For all i ∈ L , we solve ci = 1,

i.e., λb′
i + (1 − λ)bi = λ(b′

i − bi ) + bi = 1. The solution is λi = bi−1
bi−b′

i
, with

bi − b′
i > 0 since b′

i < 1. Also bi − 1 > 0 and bi − 1 < bi − b′
i such that

we have λi ∈]0, 1[. Denote λ∗ = mini∈L λi and the corresponding index i∗. By
construction, ci∗ = 1 and ∀i ∈ L , ci = λ∗(b′

i −bi )+bi ≥ λi (b′
i −bi )+bi = 1

since λi ≥ λ∗ and b′
i − bi < 0.

To summarize, we can construct c∗ with λ∗ that has k + 1 components in [−1, 1]
(the first k and the i∗th ones), the others are greater or equal than 1. Moreover,
c∗ ∈ Ran(A) and fulfills pX (c∗) = pX (b) = x by Property 1. If k + 1 = d , this
corresponds to case 1 above, otherwise, it is possible to reiterate by taking b = c.
Hence we have a pre-image of x by φ in U .
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Thus the surjection property is shown. There remains to show that U is the smallest closed
set achieving this, along with additional topological properties.

Let us show that any closed set Y ∈ R
d such that pX (AY) = E contains U . To this end,

we consider U∗ = ⋃
I⊆{1,...,D},|I |=d P̊I with P̊I = {

y ∈ R
d , ∀i ∈ I ,−1 < Aiy < 1

}
, the

interior of the parallelotopes. We have φ|Ů bijective. Indeed, all x ∈ pX (AU∗) have (at least)
d components whose absolute value is strictly lower that 1. Without loss of generality, we
suppose that they are the d first ones, I = {1, . . . , d}. Then there exists a unique y ∈ R

d s.t.
x = pX (Ay) because xI = (Ay)I = AI y has a unique solution with AI is invertible. Since
Y is in surjection with E for φ|Y and φ|U∗ is bijective, U∗ ⊆ Y . Additionally, Y is a closed
set so it must contain the closure U of U∗.

Finally let us prove the topological properties of U . Recall that parallelotopes PI

(I ⊆ {1, . . . , D}) are compact convex sets as linear transformations of d-cubes. Thus
I = ⋂

I⊆{1,...,D},|I |=d
PI is a compact convex set as the intersection of compact convex sets,

which is non empty (O ∈ I). It follows thatU = ⋃
I⊆{1,...,D},|I |=d

PI is compact and connected

as a finite union of compact connected sets with a non-empty intersection, i.e., I. Addition-
ally U is star-shaped with respect to any point in I (since I belongs to all parallelotopes in
U). ��

A.3 Proof of Proposition 1

Proof It follows from Definition 2 that pA(X ) is a zonotope of center O , obtained from the
orthogonal projection of the D-hypercube X . As such, pA(X ) is a convex polytope.

Since E ⊂ X , it is direct that pA(E) ⊆ pA(X ).
To prove pA(X ) ⊆ pA(E), let us start by vertices. Denote by x ∈ R

D a vertex of pA(X ).
If x ∈ X , then pA(pX (x)) = pA(x) = x, i.e., x has a pre-image in E by pA. Else, if x /∈ X ,
consider the vertex v of X such that pA(v) = x. Suppose that v /∈ E . Let us remark that if v
is a vertex of X such that v /∈ E , then Ran(A) ∩ Hv = ∅, where Hv is the open hyper-octant
(with strict inequalities) that contains v. Indeed, if x ∈ Ran(A) ∩ Hv , ∃k ∈ R

∗ such that
pX (kx) = v, which contradicts v /∈ E . Denote by u the intersection of the line (Ox) with X ,
since x /∈ Hv , u /∈ Hv either, hence x̂uv > π/2. Then ‖u− v‖ ≤ ‖x− v‖, which contradicts
x = pA(v). Hence v ∈ E and x has a pre-image by pA in E .

Now, suppose ∃x ∈ pA(X ) such that its pre-image(s) in X by pA belong to X \ E .
Denote x′ ∈ pA(X ) the closest vertex of pA(X ), which has a pre-image in E by pA. By
continuity of pA, there exists x′′ ∈ [x, x′] with pre-image in (X \ E) ∩ E = ∅, hence there is
a contradiction since x′′ has at least one pre-image. Consequently x has at least a pre-image
in E , and pA(X ) ⊆ pA(E). ��

A.4 Proof of Theorem 2

Proof As a preliminary, let us show that ∀y ∈ Z, γ (y) ∈ E . Let x1 ∈ X ∩ p−1
A (B�y)(�= ∅).

From Proposition 1, y also have a pre-image x2 ∈ E by pA, and denote u ∈ Ran(A) such that
pX (u) = x2, i.e., ‖x2−u‖ = min

x∈X ‖x−u‖.We have ‖x1−u‖2 = ‖x1−B�y‖2+‖B�y−u‖2
and ‖x2 − u‖2 = ‖x2 − B�y‖2 + ‖B�y − u‖2 as x1, x2 ∈ p−1

A (B�y). Then, ‖x2 − u‖ ≤
‖x1 − u‖ ⇒ ‖x2 − B�y‖ ≤ ‖x1 − B�y‖ with equality if x1 = x2, so that γ (B�y) ∈ E .
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We now proceed by showing that γ defines a bijection from Z to E , with γ −1 = B. First,
∀y ∈ Z, Bγ (y) = y by definition of γ . It remains to show that, ∀x ∈ E , γ (Bx) = x. Let
x ∈ E , u ∈ Ran(A) such that pX (u) = x. Suppose γ (Bx) = x′ ∈ E , x′ �= x, in particular
‖x′ −B�Bx‖ < ‖x−B�Bx‖. Again, x, x′ ∈ p−1

A (B�Bx), hence ‖x′ −B�Bx‖2 +‖B�Bx−
u‖2 = ‖x′−u‖2 < ‖x−B�Bx‖2+‖B�Bx−u‖2 = ‖x−u‖2 which contradicts x = pX (u).
Thus γ (Bx) = x.

Z is compact, convex and centrally symmetric from being a zonotope, see Definition 2.
Finally, any smaller set thanZ would not have an image through γ covering E entirely, which
concludes the proof. ��

A.5 Proof of Proposition 2

Proof The first part directly follows from the properties of the convex and orthogonal pro-
jection. In detail: Vold(AU) ≥ Vold(pX (AU)) = Vold(E) ≥ Vold(pA(E)) = Vold(AZ).

For the second part, we need the length of a strip Si , i.e., the inter hyperplane distance:
li = 2/‖Ai‖. Recall that B = A�, that rows ofA have equal norm andA orthonormal. Then,

following the proof of [16, Theorem 1],
d∑
j=1

‖B j‖2 = d (orthonormality) =
D∑
i=1

d∑
j=1

A2
i, j =

D∑
i=1

‖Ai‖2 = D‖A1‖2, hence ‖A1‖ = √
d/D. As Z is enclosed in the d-sphere of radius

√
D and the d-sphere of radius

√
D/d is enclosed in I, the result follows from the formula

of the volume of a d-sphere of radius ρ: πd/2

�(d/2+1) ρ
d . ��

BMain notations

d Low embedding dimension
D Original dimension, D � d
A Random embedding matrix of size D × d
B Transpose of A after orthonormalization
X Search domain [−1, 1]D
Y Low dimensional optimization domain, in R

d

Z Zonotope BX
pX Convex projection onto X
pA Orthogonal projection onto Ran(A)

� Warping function from R
d to Ran(A)

φ Mapping from Y ⊂ R
d to R

D

γ Mapping from Z ⊂ R
d to R

D

(R) Optimization problem for REMBO with mapping φ

(R′) Optimization problem for REMBO with mapping γ

(Q) Minimal volume problem definition with mapping φ

(Q′) Minimal volume problem definition with mapping γ

B Box enclosing Z
E Image of R

d by φ

Si Strip associated with the i th row of A
I Intersection of all strips Si
U Union of all intersection of d strips Si
PI Parallelotope associated with strips in the set I
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